AGENDA

1. Approval of agenda

2. Review of the SGSC minutes of November 6, 2018

3. Business arising from the minutes

4. Chair’s Report

5. For Approval

5.1 Faculty of Arts and Social Science
   Department of English
   5.1.1 Program change (calendar revision): English MA for Teachers of English

5.2 Faculty of Environment
   School of Resource and Environmental Management
   5.2.1 New course: REM 898 Thesis Proposal
   5.2.2 Program changes (calendar revisions): Resource and Environmental Management PhD

5.3 Faculty of Health Sciences
   5.3.1 New course: HSCI 895 Special Topics in Experiential Global Health Learning
   5.3.2 Course change (description): HSCI 805
   5.3.3 Course changes (prerequisite): HSCI 803, HSCI 807, HSCI 822, HSCI 823, HSCI 825, HSCI 826, HSCI 829, HSCI 830, HSCI 839, HSCI 841, HSCI 842, HSCI 845, HSCI 849, HSCI 855, HSCI 870, HSCI 886, HSCI 889, HSCI 890, HSCI 891, HSCI 902, HSCI 903
   5.3.4 Program change (calendar revision): Health Sciences MPH

5.4 Faculty of Sciences
   Departments of Statistics and Actuarial Science
   5.4.1 Course change (title, description, prerequisite, equivalency): STAT 650

6. For Information

6.1 Faculty of Applied Science
   School of Computing Science
   6.1.1 Course change (equivalency): CMPT 705

7. For Discussion
   7.1 Grading of capstone courses
8. Other Business

9. The date for the next SGSC meeting is scheduled for January 8, 2019 (*Material Deadline December 13, 2018 at noon*)